This paper presents an efficient scheduling method for a job shop environment in which working shifts repeat regularly and production capacity is adjustable by adding overtime for each machine in each working shift. The primal objective of scheduling is to meet job due dates and the secondary one is to minimize total overtime. This problem is a highly complex one in which simultaneous decision making for operation sequencing and overtime usage is required to efficiently achieve the two objectives having a trade-off relationship. We have already proposed the method using genetic algorithm incorporating priority rule for this scheduling problem. In the method, priority rules for operation sequencing were the key for high performance. This paper improves the method by applying priority rules for both operation sequencing and overtime usage. For operation sequencing, a new priority rule called (SL/RPN) β +SPT is proposed. For the determination of overtime usage, a method using a critical-ratio-based rule is newly introduced. Numerical experiments show the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Introduction
Job shops are the production systems that can produce low volume and high variety of different jobs for customers. When managing job shops, it is an important task to generate schedules to meet job due dates. For this purpose, in practice, capacity adjustments such as outsourcing and overtime working are generally used. In particular, overtime working is often used because it can easily and flexibly adapt to short range demand fluctuations. The use of overtime, of course, incurs labour costs and deteriorates working environments. Therefore, developing a scheduling method to minimize overtime as far as possible is required. Although much research has been done for job shop scheduling with regard to minimizing tardiness in the literature, few research papers dealing with the job shop scheduling including the use of overtime have been published so far (Holloway and Nelson, 1974) (Arakawa, et al., 2001 ) (Arakawa, et al., 2003 ) (Yoda, et al., 2013) . Even for single resource scheduling, few papers have been dealt with this problem in the literature (Yang, et al., 2004) . This paper deals with a job shop scheduling problem of this type. The first objective of the scheduling is to meet job due dates and the second one is to minimize total overtime. This problem is a complex one; even the one machine scheduling problem to minimize total tardiness is known to be NP-hard (Du and Leung, 1990) . In addition, two types of decisions should be made simultaneously: operation sequencing and overtime usage, to achieve the two scheduling objectives having a trade-off relationship. An efficient scheduling method is required to search effective solutions within a reasonable computation time for practical use.
In this paper, we deal with the problem described above. This paper is a sequel to the previous one (Yoda, et al., 2013) . In the paper, the scheduling method using genetic algorithm incorporating priority rule for operations sequencing was proposed and its effectiveness was confirmed. However, priority rules have not been incorporated for the determination of overtime usage. Allowable overtime on each machine in each shift was searched using genetic algorithm alone. Although there must be high relationships between urgency of waiting jobs to be processed and necessity of using overtime, they were not considered explicitly. This paper proposes new approaches for both types of decisions: operation sequencing and overtime usage. For operation sequencing, a new priority rule for the incorporation into genetic algorithm is proposed. For the determination of overtime usage, an approach that utilizes the effective priority rule, i.e. critical ratio rule, is newly developed. Using the effective information of waiting jobs for the determination of overtime usage enables more efficient search.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Chapter 2 describes the job shop scheduling problem dealt with in this paper. Chapter 3 gives the basic approach of genetic algorithm without incorporating priority rules. In these chapters, most descriptions are cited from the previous paper (Yoda, et al., 2013) . Chapter 4 presents the genetic algorithm incorporating new priority rules for both operation sequencing and overtime usage. Numerical experiments are presented in chapter 5. Finally, chapter 6 gives the conclusions of the paper. Figure 1 shows working shifts in the production environment considered in this paper. Each working shift is comprised of a regular working time and an overtime available if needed. The length of a shift, the regular working time in a shift, and the maximum overtime in a shift are ΔDT, ΔDT 1 , and ΔOT, respectively. The time length between the end time of a regular working time and the start time of the next regular working time is ΔDT 2 . Processing and transporting jobs are carried out only in the regular working times or overtimes. Each time length of ΔDT, ΔDT 1 , and ΔOT is a constant value for all machines in all shifts in this paper.
Job shop scheduling with capacity adjustment

Production environment
Description of scheduling problem
The scheduling problem considered in this paper is as follows. Consider a job shop that consists of a set of M different machines {M m (m=1,2,…, M)}. Each job J i (i =1,2,…, N) has n i operations {o ij (j=1,2,…, n i )}. Operations of a job are processed by the increasing order of the operation number j. The processing time of operation o ij is p ij . The processing time p ij is set to be p ij ≦ΔDT 1 in this paper. The operation routings of a job can be different from those of others. Each job can be processed only on one machine at a time; each machine can process only one job at a time. Each operation cannot be interrupted. Once an operation has been started to be processed in a shift, the operation must be completed within the shift; only such jobs are selected for processing in the shift. Setup and transportation times are not considered. The release time, completion time, and due date of job J i are r i , C i and dd i , respectively.
The primal scheduling objective is to meet job due dates; the value of TT defined in Eq. (1) is minimized.
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A scheduling method using genetic algorithm
In this paper, a genetic algorithm is applied as a meta-heuristic for searching the optimal schedule. This chapter describes basic procedures using the genetic algorithm alone.
Coding and decoding
Two types of genes are used for the genetic algorithm in this paper. One is genes for operation sequencing and the other is ones for overtime usage. Figure 2 illustrates an example of coding for the problem with three shifts, three machines, and three jobs. A gene j_gene ij for operation sequencing is assigned to each operation o ij of jobs. A gene o_gene dm for overtime usage is assigned to each machine of each shift. These genes are real numbers which can take between 0 and 1. A chromosome consists of the set of these genes for all operations and all machines in all shifts, and is considered as an individual. The coding for operations sequencing corresponds to the random key coding (Bean, 1994) . This coding method is suitable for combining the genes with priority rules as described in chapter 4.
The decoding, which gives the fitness values of individuals, is carried out through scheduling simulation using the two types of genes. In the simulation, jobs whose release times are equal to the current time are released to the shop floor. When a machine becomes idle, one of the waiting jobs is selected as the next job to be processed on the machine. At this time, only the jobs that can complete its operation within the upper limit of overtime are listed as the candidates for selection. The upper limit of overtime LOT dm is given by Eq.(3) for each machine in each shift. Figure 3 shows an example LOT dm and OT dm in a shift. The length of LOT dm is determined based on the value of o_gene dm . The gene o_gene dm corresponds to the ratio of available overtime for each machine in each shift to the maximum overtime ΔOT. The operations whose completion times exceed LOT dm are eliminated from the candidates for the next operation. The operation having the highest value of j_gene ij among the candidate operations is selected to be processed next. This procedure is repeated till all the operations of jobs are completed. The fitness value of an individual is determined by the values of TT (Eq. (1)) and TOT (Eq.(2)) of the obtained schedule.
Genetic operations
Because the primal objective of scheduling is to meet job due dates, it is allowed to use the maximum overtime for each machine in each shift at the initial stage of searching. By allowing the maximum overtime, it becomes easier to find schedules which can meet all due dates (i.e., TT=0). For this purpose, all the genes o_gene dm for overtime usage are set to 1 and genetic operations are not applied to the genes o_gene dm . Genetic operations are applied only to the genes j_gene ij for operations sequencing in order to find schedules meeting all due dates in the initial stage of searching.
If a schedule meeting all due dates is found at a certain generation, the minimization of the second objective TOT starts. When this minimization starts, the genes o_gene dm are set randomly between 0 and 1 except for the best individual and the genetic operations are applied. Simultaneous search for operation sequencing and overtime usage is carried out by applying genetic operations to both types of genes.
(1)
The secondary objective is to minimize the total overtime defined as follows:
where OT dm is the actual overtime assigned to the machine M m in the dth shift. If no job is processed on M m within the overtime of the dth shift, OT dm is zero. Otherwise, the value of OT dm is the time length between the end time of the dth regular working time (i.e., the start time of the dth overtime) and the maximum completion time among operations processed on M m and completed within the overtime. The value of D, which is the necessary number of shifts to complete N jobs, is known after scheduling.
In this paper, because the primal objective is to meet due dates, the individuals having the smaller TT are ranked higher. If the multiple individuals have the same TT values, the individual having the smaller TOT is ranked higher. Namely, lexicographical ordering is adopted for ranking the individuals in this paper. The genetic operations are applied as follows: The best 20% of individuals are copied to the next generation. The remaining 80% individuals are generated by selecting two individuals from the current generation randomly and applying crossover operation. In the crossover operation, the new gene of a locus in an individual is generated by taking the gene in the locus from an individual with 70% possibility and from another individual with 30% possibility. More concretely, if a random number generated within a certain range for each locus is in the 70% upper side of the range, the gene for the locus is taken from one of the two individuals. If it is not in the side, the gene is taken from another individual. The percentage of mutation is set to 0.5%. The mutation is not applied to the individual having the highest fitness value; the fitness of the best individual cannot become worse according to generational transition. This method is based on the genetic algorithm using random key coding (Bean, 1994) , and parameters are determined from preliminary experiments.
The scheduling method using genetic algorithm incorporating priority rules
Operation sequencing using genetic algorithm incorporating priority rules
In this paper, as in the previous paper, the search method using the mixture of genetic algorithm and priority rule (Eguchi, et al., 2005) is applied for operation sequencing. In this method a priority rule which has high performance is embedded in the search using genetic algorithm. When decoding described in section 3.1, the priority values priority ij calculated by Eq.(4), instead of j_gene ij alone, are used for the operation sequencing. (Yoda, et al., 2013 ) (Yoda, et al., 2013) where pri ij (>0) is a priority value calculated by using a priority rule. Figure 4 illustrates the procedure for the selection of operation.
One of the priority rules used for Eq.(4) in the previous paper are shown in Eq. (5) and Eq.(6) . This rule, which is denoted as (CR β +SPT) rule, is a modified version of W(CR+SPT) rule (Anderson and Nyirenda, 1990) . This rule selects the operation o ij which has the largest value of pri ij . In operation sequencing, the proper evaluation of the possibility of tardiness is important for meeting due dates. The slack value divided by the remaining processing time is used in Eq.(6). However, it may be appropriate to estimate the slack in terms of the total remaining number of operations, because the frequency of the selections of operations is an important factor. If the total number of remaining operations of a job is larger, the possibilities for the job to be kept waiting must become higher.
Therefore, in this paper, we propose a new priority rule by modifying (CR β +SPT) rule. The new rule ((SL/RPN) β +SPT) is shown in Eq. (7) and Eq.(8).
where rpn i is the total remaining number of operations of job J i . The rule represented by Eq. (8) is also called the slack per remaining operation rule (S/OPN) (Conway, 1965) . This new rule ((SL/RPN) β +SPT) is expected to have higher performance than (CR β +SPT) rule for the purpose of this paper. The parameter β has the same effect for both (CR β +SPT) and ((SL/RPN) β +SPT) rule. Figure 5 shows the function of Eq. (7) in which the horizontal axis is the critical value that means the urgent level for meeting due dates. (In Fig.5 , Fig. 4 An example of the selection of operation to be processed next (Yoda, et al., 2013) Input buffer
p ij =1.) By tuning the parameter β, it is possible to vary the steepness of the curve of priority value. The larger the parameter β is, the steeper the curve of priority value becomes. When minimising overtime, this characteristic is effective to keep meeting all due dates. Because the important point for efficient search in this study is to avoid increasing the individuals having tardy jobs when applying the genetic operations. The pressure of minimizing overtime often changes the individuals meeting the due dates into the ones having tardy jobs because of the trade-off relationship between the two objective functions. By tuning the value of β appropriately and changing the steepness of the function of priority value, it is possible to strongly keep the individuals meeting the due dates even under the pressure of minimizing overtime when applying genetic operations. This makes it possible to maintain the larger number of individuals meeting due dates in the population and to search optimal schedules more effectively.
The determination of overtime usage based on critical ratio
For the scheduling in this study, two types of decision making, operation sequencing and overtime usage, are necessary. For the operation sequencing, the genetic algorithm incorporating the effective priority rules is used for searching schedules. In contrast, the priority rule was not used at all for the determination of overtime usage in the previous paper. Namely, overtime was searched using the genetic algorithm alone in which the ratio of available overtime to the maximum overtime is coded as a gene for each machine in each shift as described in section 3.1. To realize more efficient search, this paper introduces an effective priority rule also for the overtime usage.
The proposed method for the determination of overtime usage is as follows. When a machine M m became idle in the d th shift and has to select the next operation to be processed next, only the jobs that complete its operation within the maximum overtime ΔOT and also satisfy Eq.(9) are allowed to be the candidates for processing next. The other operations are eliminated from the candidates.
 
The value of the left term in Eq.(9) ranges from zero to one. The value of o_gene th dm also assumed to take the real number between zero and one. For a certain value of o_gene th dm , Eq. (9) is not satisfied when the critical ratio, Eq. (8), is large (i.e., the slack value per remaining operations is large). Overtime should not be used for those jobs because the possibility of tardiness for those jobs is low. In contrast, the jobs satisfying Eq.(9) are allowed to use overtime because the jobs are considered to have high urgency.
When applying Eq.(9), the values of o_gene th dm determine the performance of scheduling. Appropriate values of o_gene th dm are not known in advance. Therefore, the real values of o_gene th dm are coded as genes in the genetic algorithm. This gene o_gene th dm is also assigned to each machine in each shift as in the method described in section 3.1. And also, all the values of o_gene th dm are set to zero, which means that any operation can be processed any time within the maximum overtime, till an individual meeting all due dates is found.
In the previous paper, overtime was searched using the genetic algorithm alone; the relationship between the necessity of using overtime and the urgency of job was not being explicitly considered. The proposed method herein can coordinate both types of decision making, job sequencing and overtime usage, by reflecting the critical ratio of jobs, and can be expected to search better schedules efficiently.
Numerical experiments
Experimental design
Numerical experiments were carried out to examine the effectiveness of the proposed method. The parameters for production conditions were set as follows: D=10, ΔDT=300, ΔDT 1 =100, ΔDT 2 =200, ΔOT=50, M=16, N=150. The number of operations n i per job was given by U [1, 16] . The processing time p ij of an operation was given by U [1, 25] . The symbol U [a,b] means that a real number was generated using a uniform random distribution between a and b. The machine to process each operation o ij was determined randomly under the condition that no sequential operations of a job are processed on the same machine. Thirty two jobs were released to the shop floor at time zero. Other jobs arrive at shop floor randomly according to an exponential distribution whose average arrival rate is seven.
Usually, job due dates are set in terms of shifts in practice. However, some rush orders can arrives randomly. Assuming these situations, due dates were set as follows: the due dates of 80% jobs were set to the ends of overtime zones, and that of the other 20% jobs were set to arbitrary times within regular working times. More concretely, due dates were determined based on TWK method (Baker, 1984) in which the length between the release time of a job and its due date is proportional to the total processing time of the job. In this method, non-regular working times are eliminated from the length. As a result, the due date dd i of job J i is expressed as follows:
Where the parameter k i is the due date tightness factor and not i ' is the sum of the time lengths ΔDT 2 that exist between r i and dd i . For 20% jobs, due dates were set by using Eq.(10). For 80% jobs, a tentative due date calculated by Eq.(10) for each job was moved to the end of overtime zone in the shift in which the tentative one exists. The due date tightness factor k i was generated using U[2.5，3.5] for each job J i in this paper. When calculating dd i in Eq.(10), the figures below a decimal point are omitted.
In this method, jobs can complete after the 10th shifts (D=10 in this experiment). To avoid this, we eliminated the operations that complete after the end of the 10th shift when scheduling by using (CR+SPT) rule alone with the overtime of 25 time units for each shift. For those jobs, the due dates were set to the end of overtime in the 10th shift after eliminating the exceeded operations. This procedure was adopted only for comparing the different methods under the equal condition of the number of shifts as far as possible. (In the experiments, as a result, all schedules were completed within the 10th shifts.)
Thirty scheduling problems were randomly generated under the conditions described above. The numbers of individuals and generations in genetic algorithm were set to 400 and 1000, respectively. The two priority rules SPT, Eq.(11), and SLACK, Eq.(12), were also used for comparison.
For these rules, the operation with the highest priority value pri ij is selected to be processed next. The exponential function in Eq.(12) is introduced to avoid generating negative priority values.
Experimental results
Results when β=1
Figure 6 -8 show the results of scheduling when the parameter β in the priority rules, Eq.(5) and Eq. (7), is set to one. Figure 6 shows generational transition of the average total overtime TOT of the best individuals for 30 problems. For all the methods, schedules with meeting all due dates (i.e., TT=0) were found. "GA alone" represents the result using the genetic algorithm described in chapter 3. The others are the results using genetic algorithm incorporating priority rules. In the methods with the symbol " * " , the newly proposed overtime usage method described in section 4.2 was used. In the other methods without the symbol " * " , the overtime usage method described in section 3.1 proposed in the previous paper was used. Figure 6 indicates that the newly proposed (SL/RPN+SPT) rule was better than the other rules for the incorporation into genetic algorithm. The overtime usage method proposed in this paper had higher performance than the method in the previous paper. The best performance was obtained by using the genetic algorithm incorporating (SL/RPN+SPT) rule with the overtime usage method proposed in this paper.
In Fig.7 , the performance was statistically evaluated for the best four methods in Fig.6 . The performance was evaluated using the rate of improvement (%) from the method using (CR+SPT) rule for the incorporation into genetic algorithm and the overtime usage method described in section 3.1. Figure 7 shows the percent differences of total overtimes at the 1000th generation. The rhombus marks and the vertical lines on the rhombus represent the average values and the standard deviations for 30 problems, respectively. The length of the vertical line is twice the value of standard deviation. These results indicate that the method using the proposed (SL/RPN+SPT) rule and the overtime usage method in this paper has very high performance. Figure 8 shows generational transition of the number of individuals whose schedules meet all due dates. In the genetic algorithm, the schedules meeting all due dates are searched firstly for the primal objective, and then the minimization of total overtime starts for the secondary objective. When minimizing overtime, it is difficult to keep the individuals meeting all due dates because of the trade-off relationship between the two objectives. It is important for the efficient search to avoid changing individuals without tardy jobs to ones with tardy jobs as far as possible under the pressure of overtime minimization. Figure 8 indicates that both the proposed (SL/RPN+SPT) rule and the overtime usage method are effective for keeping more individuals meeting all due dates than the previous methods.
Results when tuning the parameter β
Experiments are carried out for the comparison of the four methods using the two priority rules, (CR β +SPT) and ((SL/RPN) β +SPT), and the two methods for overtime usage with changing the parameter β from 1 to 45. Figure 9 gives the total overtime TOT for each method at the 1000th generation. The symbol " * " indicates that the overtime usage method described in section 4.2 was used. Figure 9 shows that the performance of scheduling can be improved by tuning the parameter β appropriately. For all the methods, there are problems which cannot meet all due dates when setting the parameter β too large. The hatched bars represent the conditions in which there are problems that cannot meet all due dates. This is because the priority values do not increase enough till due dates approach closely. When β is less than or equal to 40, the genetic algorithm incorporating (CR β +SPT) rule can generate schedules meeting all due dates. When β is less than or equal to 25, the genetic algorithm incorporating ((SL/RPN) β +SPT) rule can generate schedules meeting all due dates. Figure 9 confirms that ((SL/RPN) β +SPT) rule outperforms (CR β +SPT) rule and the overtime usage method proposed in this paper outperforms the one in the previous paper when tuning the parameter β appropriately. Fig.10 -12 show the comparisons when the parameter β is set to the best value for each method. Figure 10 shows generational transition of the average total overtime TOT of the best individuals for 30 problems. Figure 11 shows the rate of improvement (%) from the method using (CR 35 +SPT) rule for the incorporation into genetic algorithm and the overtime usage method described in section 3.1. The average values and the standard deviations of the percent differences of total overtimes at the 1000th generation for 30 problems are shown as in Fig.7 . Although the improvement rates of the proposed methods using the best values of β are smaller than that using β=1 (Fig.7) , it is confirmed that the proposed ((SL/RPN) β +SPT) rule and the overtime usage method are effective statistically also when using the best value of β for each method. Figure 12 shows generational transition of the number of individuals whose schedules meet all due dates when using the best values of β. This figure shows that both the proposed ((SL/RPN) β +SPT) rule and the overtime usage method can keep more individuals meeting all due dates than the previous methods as in Fig.8 . Moreover, the number of individuals meeting all due dates when using the best values of β is larger than that when using β=1. These experimental results show that tuning the parameter β is effective to improve the performance both for using the proposed priority rule and for using the proposed overtime usage method. 
Conclusions
This paper proposes an efficient job shop scheduling method for minimizing overtime with meeting due dates. The method searches schedules meeting all due dates for the primal objective by allowing the maximum overtime at the initial stage. After achieving the objective, it starts to minimize overtime for the secondary objective. The search space of the problem is complex because two types of decisions (i.e., operation sequencing and overtime usage) should be carried out simultaneously. The scheduling method using genetic algorithm incorporating priority rules is applied for solving this problem. This paper has proposed a new rule called ((SL/RPN) β +SPT) for operation sequencing and the method based on the critical ratio rule for overtime usage. Numerical experiments have shown that the proposed methods, both of ((SL/RPN) β +SPT) rule and the critical-ratio-based overtime usage, are effective. A coordinated decision making for operation sequencing and overtime usage is realized using the effective priority rules for them.
